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Sr. No. Name  Description  Web Link 

1. Espacenet The European Patent Office's (EPO) patent search engine, Esp@cenet, 

searches published patent applications in over 80 countries. It is the 

most comprehensive free database available, with over 100 million 

patents.  Some countries offer full text, others just citation and 

abstract 

 

http://ep.espacenet.com 

 

 

 

2. Industrial Property Digital Library The JPO (Japanese Patent Office) serves patents from their Industrial 

Property Digital Library. The PAJ (Patent Abstracts of Japan) database 

has word searching back to 1976. Their classification system (F1/F-

term) search goes back to 1885. There is a three to six month delay in 

translations to English. The Japan Patent Information 

Organization (JAPIO) offers English-language access to Japanese 

unexamined patent applications and offers a machine translation of 

patents 

 

https://www.j-platpat.inpit.go.jp 

 

  

3. SurfIP SurfIP, the Singapore government's patent database, has a structured 

search that accesses any or all of the following countries' patent 

information: U.S., China, UK, Canada, Taipei, Korea, and Thailand. The 

choices also include EP patents. Interestingly, Japan is not listed. The 

number of stars in the results list indicates perceived relevance, and 

an active link leads to the home site for the full document. 

 

https://www.ipos.gov.sg/resources/patent 

 

4. CIPO The Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) database has full 

patents back to 1920 with text searching for patents back to 1978. 

Earlier patents are searched by patent number, title, 

inventor/assignee, or classification. 

 

http://patents.ic.gc.ca/ 
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5. Indian Granted Patents Search 

Engine 

 

Current version of search engine IPAIRS Version 2.0 is basically a 

structured search, i.e. interface providing pre-defined Indexed fields 

for searching in the database. This version has been improved over 

previous so as to provide:(i) Increased no. of fields (No. of Parameters 

for search are now 14)(ii) Combination of Search fields 

(iii) Inclusion of operators 

(iv) Distinct (non-repetitive) results 

(v) Detailed information of Patents (01/01/1995 onwards) 

 

http://ipindiaservices.gov.in/publicsearch 

6. Google Patents Google Patents searches only U.S. patents, although they have plans 

for a global reach. The U.S.  patents are searchable in PDF format. 

Advanced Search provides most common field searching, including 

CCL and IPC 

 

http://www.google.com/patents 

7. Free patents online Freepatentsonline has search fields similar to PATFT. It searches U.S., 

EP, (European), JP (Japanese), and WO (PCT) patents. Alerts, portfolios, 

and PDF downloading are available with free registration, but only for 

the sites' word-searchable patents (i.e., U.S. from 1976).  

 

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/search.html 

8. Patent Lens Patent Lens, created by CAMBIA, an independent, international non-

profit, has a structured search and range of coverage similar to SurfIP. 

Country coverage is different, however: full text of PCT (1978-

present), USPTO (AppFT, and PATFT (1976-present), EPO (1980-

present) and IP Australia (applications and patents 1998-present). 

 

https://www.lens.org/lens/ 

 

9. PATFT The USPTO's PATFT searches and serves over 7,000,000 patents and 

includes all three types of patents (utility, design and plant). Word 

searches only find patents from 1976 to the present. Prior patents 

must be searched by issued date, patent number or classification 

number. 

 

http://patft.uspto.gov 

10. WIPO PATENTSCOPE allows you to search 30 million patent documents 

including 2.2 million published international patent applications 

(PCT). 

 

https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/ 
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